
John Russell restores my faith in new art

Get yourself to the Royal Academy: you have until 19 January to see a stupendous 
work by John Russell, one of the most important artists of early 21st-century Britain
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�
Ocean Pose (Pink) (2008) by John Russell (detail). Photograph: Brunswick PR

I didn't expect to see a work that would knock my socks off at Collision Course, part two of the 
GSK Contemporary season at the Royal Academy. I didn't expect to enjoy much at all. I thought 
the first part of this exhibition that wants to feel like a happening was the most vapid, pretentious 
and boring art event of the previous 12 months. I've been getting a lot more tolerant of this 
contemporary art lark recently, but the turgid emptiness of this affair really brought out my deepest 
suspicions that it's all a load of cobblers.
And yet … part two turns out to be much better. It's far more of an exhibition, with some, y'know, 
works of art in it. The William Burroughs retrospective (as I moaned yesterday) left me cold but the 
rest is all quite interesting. And one part of the show – a mini-exhibition called Sudden White (After 
London) curated by Mark Beasley – is more than that. It's a wintry apocalyptic glimpse of some 
unexpected and powerful art. Above all, it includes a stupendous cinema-scale, Pollock-wide 
Photoshopped phantasmagoria by John Russell.
Ocean Pose (Pink) is the digital marriage of Peter Paul Rubens and Jeff Koons in the mind of a 
mad sea god. Floating over a purple sea, a white unicorn stands enfurled in an expanding cosmic 
cloud of giant octopus tentacles. Bloody viscera, action-painting smears of goo and the baroque 
curves and shadows of the coiling gastropod limbs create one of the most exciting and perversely 
joyous, yet at the same time mad and disconcerting, new works of British art I've seen in ages.
Russell has a sensibility that consumes and expels the stuff of contemporary life with orgiastic 
abandon. His art is painterly without being painting and pictorial without being a picture. It is more 
exciting than street art. It does definitely invite comparison with Koons's food paintings as a 
hyperbolic overactive pop monstrosity. But it has its own high-art, 17th-century quality that makes it 
hugely original and hugely striking. I urge you to visit part two of this mélange of an event, if only to 
see this stupendous work by one of the most important artists of early 21st-century Britain.
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